Infrastructure - Task #1510
Cleanup Whiteboard Wiki Page
2015-10-12 22:51 - Dennis Roczek

Status:

Closed

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:
Category:

% Done:

0%

Wiki

Target version:
Tags:

EasyHack

URL:

Description
This is a moved bug ticket from bugzilla from https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=71761
Please read that closed ticket for more information.

[reply] [−] Description Joel Madero 2013-11-18 22:57:10 CET
We are looking to substantially clean the whiteboard wiki page. The idea is that we want something
much much simpler than what is currently there and move the current page to something like whiteb
oard_complete or whiteboard_advanced. The general idea is we want a basic page where "new QA membe
rs" won't get overwhelmed with the amount of information but at the same time we want "full docume
ntation" available to more experienced QA to see all the nitty gritty info currently on the page (
which again should be moved to _complete or _advanced or something else that makes sense)
Here is the link: https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/QA/Bugzilla/Fields/Whiteboard
Suggestion:
Copy content of the page to a temporary holding place on the wiki
Then on the main page liberally cut down to the bare minimum
Organize in a way that a new user would be able to follow when to use the terms
Add some of the new terms that we now have - I can get you a list of new terms (or a list of all t
erms if that helps)
I'm happy to be a "mentor" on this - just haven't had time to do it myself. Email me if you need a
dvice :) Much appreciated if someone will take this long pending task off of my plate.
History
#1 - 2015-10-13 09:38 - Dennis Roczek
- Assignee deleted (Dennis Roczek)
#2 - 2016-05-27 15:39 - Beluga Beluga
I think this can be closed as this already exists: https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/QA/Bugzilla/Fields/Whiteboard/Advanced
#3 - 2016-05-30 10:45 - Dennis Roczek
- Status changed from New to Closed
yeah, thanks for pointing this out. Thanks to everybody who has helped to clean that up. :-)
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